Indigenous Knowledge & Rooftop Spaces
10C Rooftop Engagement Summary Report
October 15, 2017

Community Engagement – Indigenous Community Guelph
Collaboration with Musagetes Guelph, Music Eddies
October 15, 2017 – full day – morning & afternoon sessions
Facilitators: Joy Sammy, Bryan McPherson, Chelsea Brant (staff from Musagetes Guelph)
Guest speaker: Joe Pitawanakwat
In-kind funding from Musagetes $780, 10C funding $700 – total funds for event: $1280 #
of participants: 20
10 Carden and Musagetes Guelph worked in collaboration to invite Joe Pitawanakwat, an
Indigenous speaker to present on Indigenous knowledge, foraging & tea preparation located at
the Boarding House Arts for the morning session. Afterwards participants moved to 10C for
lunch by Miijidaa Café for a culturally appropriate meal reflecting the theme of the
presentation. The afternoon session started with a presentation on rooftop engagement that
included pictures of design features found on the Native Child and Family Services rooftop
(Toronto). After the presentation participants were asked the following question to start a
dialogue around activating the 10C rooftop with input from the Indigenous community:
What role can urban spaces play (like rooftops) in (re)connecting indigenous communities to
their land, culture and traditions?
Joe prepared additional tea for the afternoon session and participants talked about what design
features they would like to see on the 10C rooftop space and what it meant to the Indigenous
community. Pamphlets and resources from the Wabano Rooftop Garden (Ottawa) & the Native
Child and Family Services were provided for reference.

10C acknowledges the Ontario Trillium Foundation for their support to this project. Funds for
the 10C rooftop initiative provided by the OTF Seed Grant.
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Feedback regarding design features and programming for the 10C rooftop from Guelph’s
Indigenous community:
Partner with schools / library children’s programs and have kids start the seeds and care for
them until planting.
Share. Share. Share.
Fire lighting ceremony – nightly, weekly or the same time
Accessible, flowing water
Body garden – Joe’s idea (reflect conditions treated by shape of plants)
Medicine wheel – tobacco, sage, cedar and sweetgrass
Ask people in the healing profession and choose plants they recommend
Art & graffiti
Medicinal garden mandela
Rotating artist installations
Movie screen to feature Indigenous documentaries
Space for speakers, circle for learning and sharing that is surrounded by plants and nature
Quiet places with plants to meditate, relax and be peaceful
House for tea ceremonies – a tea house
Natural dye plant garden area with water collection to boil plants / dying colours
A few hammocks
Workshops for community to learn to make greenroofs at their home and business –
greenroof education
Smudging station areas with small fires where we can burn sage, cedar, sweetgrass, chaga
Using the blueprint / design process of the rooftop garden to create a template & program
for other Building and groups to replicate the model in Guelph
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Plants that can be edible for the community kitchen, some for healing or teas (including
sage) and other plants that would be easily “harvested” for tea .. something you could only
pick and use. A section that is ornamental will help to have a cozy and more “foresty” natural
feeling to the area
Bird feeders & bird baths to attract some birds will be an enjoyable opportunity to see birds
/ provide habitat
Create + educated, create + curiosity for anyone who visits, curiosity that drives the
individual to want to delve deeper into the world of plants, all plants. I think the urbanites
have become blind, desensitized to the empire of trees, herbs, flowers and botany. One goal
could be to design a labyrinth or garden that educates without the individual being aware,
through interpretive signage, “smell me” “rub my leaves” “taste me” “how many of the
plants can you identify” “what have people used this plant for historically / presently”
anything that might give excitement to go walking, trails, visit nature, to plant a garden or
tree .. to take notice
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